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I . INTRODUCTION 

Given three volumes in which to set out the principles of plant 
pathology, we found that the subject dissected easily into the required 
three segments: The Diseased Plant; The Pathogen; The Diseased 
Population. 

This distinction has not been emphasized hitherto. In fact, Stakman 
and Harrar (1957) in their excellent text say that "Diseases of individual 
plants are relatively unimportant, and plant pathology is therefore essen
tially a community aspect, or plant public health science." 

The point made by Stakman and Harrar is true for the art of plant 
pathology but it is not as true for the science of plant pathology. There 
we need to understand the nature of disease in the individual as much 
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as we need to understand the nature of disease in a population of 
individuals. 

It seems strange that despite Stakman and Harrar's dictum, little 
effort has been made to treat disease in the individual separately from 
disease in the population. 

II . BACKGROUND FOR VOLUME I 

To open the treatise with the diseased plant rather than with the 
pathogen is somewhat "out of step" with the times. The temptation is 
very strong to follow the etiological approach. We were raised in that 
school and this is surely the classical approach. Most textbooks have been 
organized around the microbial agents of disease. They carry such titles 
as Bacterial Diseases of Plants, Virus Diseases of Plants. Even if the title 
is as simple as Plant Pathology, the inner organization is tied to the 
microbes and the chapters read, Diseases Caused by Ascomycetes, Dis
eases Caused by Basidiomycetes, etc. 

We start with the diseased plant rather than with the pathogen 
because we are offering a treatise on plant pathology—not a treatise on 
plant pathogens. The diseased plant is the central theme. In fact, the 
diseased plant was the one theme prior to promulgation of the microbial 
theory of disease in plants by De Bary (1866) and Berkeley (1857) about 
100 years ago. Zallinger (1773) entitled his book "De Morbus Plantarum" 
and Unger (1833) entitled his "Exantheme der Pflanzen." 

We begin as the science began, with The Diseased Plant. 
Almost 20 years ago Morstatt (1929) , a German, developed some 

resounding arguments in favor of developing the concept of the diseased 
plant rather than that of the so-called causal agents. Morstatt contended 
that the rise of the pathogen school has seriously distracted attention 
from the diseased plant and its malfunctions. It has pushed the diseased 
plant from the center of the stage and substituted the pathogen which 
is only of ancillary importance. Thus, it has arrested the development 
of plant pathology as a science. 

Morstatt further contends that the dominance of the pathogenicists 
has fractured phytopathology into applied mycology and applied ento
mology, and the applied aspects of virology and Hematology. This has 
further depressed development of the whole science. 

We agree with Morstatt. One hundred years since De Bary and 
Berkeley seems long enough. 

Whetzel (1928) says: "There must be no evasion of the fact that the 
diseased plant is the central figure in the phytopathological drama. . . . 
The disease concept must condition and rationalize all other concepts 
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of our science. . . . The causal organism, where such is involved, must 
be relegated to its distinctly secondary role." 

Pathogens, of course, are important, we all agree, and they will be 
assigned a whole volume. But, even so, they will be reduced to the 
ancillary position that they truly occupy in the whole science. 

III . W H A T Is PLANT PATHOLOGY? 

Every field of science has its own list of stock words, its own jargon, 
and plant pathology is no exception. Humpty Dumpty's dictum in Alice 
in Wonderland is a classic for all users of the jargon. "When I use a 
word," Humpty Dumpty said in rather a scornful tone, "it means just 
what I wish it to mean—neither more nor less." 

What then does the term plant pathology mean? Presumably, what 
plant pathologists want it to mean. The term pathology like numerous 
others in science stems from the Greek. It is no idle jest that "the Greeks 
had a word for it." Generally they did. The Greeks were astute observers 
of nature and they coined words to name most of the broad concepts 
about things. 

The word derives from two Greek words: pathos—suffering—and 
logos—to speak. Plant pathology, then, is a discourse on the suffering 
plant. It covers the field of the suffering plant. A distinguished botanist 
has expressed surprise to us that plants really suffer. Presumably, to him 
suffering must imply pain and anguish, and plants do not suffer pain 
or anguish. Still, we think that the word suffering is not stretched too 
much when we use it for plants. Pathos occurs in other parts of our 
language. Sympathy, for example, means suffering together. 

The field of endeavor that we call plant pathology encompasses both 
the art of treating the sick plant and the science of understanding the 
nature of the diseased plant. This has created some confusion as Horsfall 
(1959) has suggested. 

Reduced to their bare bones, art is doing; science is understanding. 
Very often plant pathology is called an applied science. This is a 

confusing misnomer. The very verb "to apply" means to put to a par
ticular use. Thus, applying knowledge is an art. The knowledge may 
have come from the efforts of scientists, but its application is an art. 
An applied science then is a misnamed art. 

One finds this same misuse of the word science, for example, in the 
remark, "He has reduced bridge playing to a science." This sentence 
means that he has reduced bridge playing to an art. The mathematical 
study of bridge playing aimed to deduce the odds on a finesse, for 
example, is a science. The use of the finesse to trap a king, is an art. 
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Using a finesse at just the proper time is a fine art. To use science to 
mean art is to create confusion. 

The history of the science and the art of plant pathology is inter
esting and significant for an understanding of the interrelations between 
the two. 

If one had to pick a date for the beginning of the science of plant 
pathology, he might choose the middle of the last century when De Bary 
(1866) and Berkeley (1857) made the breakthrough that clarified the 
role of the pathogen in disease. Prior to that, the cart was put before 
the horse. The pathogen was considered an excrescence from diseased 
tissue. 

Once the proper sequence of causality was established, the science of 
plant pathology exploded in its development. 

When this happened, governments discovered that the new knowl
edge of disease gained by the "impractical theorists" could be put to 
work. To a politician knowledge is power, and the pathologists' know
ledge provided power. Governments all over the world set up so-called 
experiment stations and ensconced plant pathologists in them. 

As soon as this was accomplished, the art of plant pathology was 
born: the art of diagnosis and treatment of the diseased plant. Thus, 
the art followed after and sprang from the science. 

The art, like the science before it, has also shown an explosive rise 
in importance. 

Human medicine is the analogue of plant pathology. Here, in con
trast to plant pathology, the art came first. Man has had medicine men 
to treat his ailments since primitive times. Because the medicine man 
deals with the art, he is called a practitioner and his business a practice. 
He is not called a pathologist. He does not study the nature of disease. 
He treats it. 

The scientist is a latecomer in human medicine. He aims to under
stand the phenomena of human disease. He does not treat it. In fact, he 
is prohibited by law from treating it. He even has a different degree. 
He has a Ph.D. The practitioner has an M.D. 

In medicine, M.D. men do do research; Ph.D's never do practice. 
This probably stems from the fact that the science grew out from the 
art and dragged some artists with it. In plant diseases, the scientist often 
must have a practice, circumstances often demand it. The full time prac
titioner, however, seldom does research except as a spare-time job. This 
probably stems from the fact that the art grew out from the science 
and dragged some scientists with it. 

In medicine, there are not enough scientists to do all of the science. 
In plant pathology, there are not enough practitioners to do all of the 
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practice. Inevitably there is a flow from the high to the low potential, 
irrespective of direction. 

Paradoxically, the science suffers in both cases, from an influx of 
inadequately trained people on one hand, and from loss of personnel 
on the other. 

We may summarize by saying that the "discourse on the suffering 
plant" inevitably involves two phases: the science of learning and 
understanding disease, and the art of applying the knowledge to real 
life problems. This dual nature of the profession has created a certain 
amount of confusion especially because of the tendency to use the word 
science to cover nearly everything. 

IV. W H A T I S DISEASE? 

A suffering plant is diseased; what then is disease? This concept is 
even more difficult to reduce to a few words. On the other hand, a 
scientist or layman has a fair facility for understanding disease because 
he himself is diseased sometimes. 

A. Disease Is Not a Condition 

A disease is very often considered a condition, but disease is not a 
condition. A plant or an animal may be in a diseased condition. The 
condition, however, results from the disease and is not synonymous 
with it. 

Condition is a symptom complex. The Germans call this a "Krank-
heitsbild, ,—a disease picture. Our medical colleagues call this a syn
drome. A plant may be dwarfed and the leaves mottled and yellowed. 
We often refer to this as a mosaic disease. In doing so, we have named 
the disease by naming the chief and, perhaps, most obvious symptom. 
The disease is deeper than the symptom. 

B . Disease is Not the Pathogen 

Very often we confuse disease and pathogen. This derives from our 
microbiological heritage. Prior to Berkeley or de Bary, we would never 
have made this mistake. This is a late-coming bit of confusion. 

Since the beginning of agriculture, our cereals and many other crops 
have been smitten with a black blasting of the grains. This symptom 
has a name in every language—smut, brand, charbon—all meaning black. 
In English we say wheat smut, barley smut, rye smut. There are loose 
smuts and covered smuts, flag smuts, and stripe smuts. 

When mycologists arrived on the scene of plant pathology, they 
discovered that the smut diseases are caused by fungi that are related. 
They looked around for a name for this interesting group of fungi and 
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named the fungus from the name of the disease. They called them the 
Ustilaginales and this word comes from the Latin, ustilare, meaning to 
burn or to blacken. 

This really confused and confounded the issue. We had the smut dis
ease, then we had the smut fungus, and we slipped so easily, oh so easily, 
into the fallacy of equating disease with the pathogen. We say "loose 
smut of wheat is Ustuago tritici" We went through a similar course of 
events for downy mildews, powdery mildews, and many others. 

Of course, the experts contend that they do not confuse the two. 
Whetzel (1929) strongly protests against the influence wielded by 

mycologists. He says: "Many of the courses [and books. Eds.] today, 
masquerading under the name of plant pathology, are but mycology 
or a bastard progeny, resulting from an illegitimate cross between my
cology and the art of plant disease control . . . no more striking evidence 
of its baneful influence can be asked than the prevalent practice of 
treating the pathogen and the disease as synonymous concepts." Whet
zel continues: "I refrain from embarrassing you with quotations from 
your own publications. Few of us are innocent of this grossest of errors." 

C. Is Disease Catching? 

Another widespread confusion derives from the phrase that a disease 
is "catching." Undoubtedly, this usage antedates the germ theory of 
disease. The black plague was catching in the Middle Ages, but St. 
Anthony's fire (ergotism) was not. 

In a general sense, one throws a ball and another catches it. In the 
great American game of baseball, the one who catches the ball is a 
catcher. In this sense only the pathogen can be caught, not the disease. 
This is a usage that will not be stopped by any feeble words in this 
treatise. Disease will continue to be catching and the concept will con
tinue to confuse the issue of what disease is. 

Perhaps the most difficult pair of concepts of all to separate is injury 
and disease. Again every person probably senses the difference and, 
hence, it may not be necessary to go any farther. Still, an attempt to 
separate them may aid in throwing light on just what disease is. 

D. Disease Is Not the Same as Injury 

Plant pathologists will sometimes spend an entire coffee break dis
cussing whether or not a lawn mower or a cow can produce disease on 
the grass. Most will agree right away that a lawn mower produces injury 
and not disease. The plant surely suffers when the lawn mower removes 
a large part of the photosynthetic area. It grows less well. Still, we do 
not consider this a disease. The amateur woodworker knows that he is 
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injured when he cuts off his finger in his power saw, but he knows he 
is not diseased. If he gets a boil on his finger, he says it is diseased 
and not injured. 

This suggests one significant point of difference between injury and 
disease. The power saw is in contact with the flesh for only a micro
second. The Staphylococcus pathogen remains in the boil until it is 
cured, or nearly so. In general, we consider we are diseased if the action 
of the causal agent is prolonged, and injured if it comes and goes 
suddenly. 

E. Disease Results from Continuous Irritation 

Thus, it seems fair to say that disease results from continuous irrita
tion and injury from transient irritation. 

F . Disease Is a Malfunctioning Process 

Now, one last point. The standard question we ask our sick friend is, 
"What is the matter with you?" His reply is usually "My stomach is act
ing up," or "My head aches," or "My vision is blurred." These all contain 
a verb full of action. Something is functioning poorly, and hence, we 
come to the decision that disease is a malfunctioning process that is 
caused by continuous irritation. Of course, this process must result in 
some suffering. And hence, disease is a pathological process. 

As near as we can determine, Ward (1901) , later Morstatt (1929) , 
and Whetzel (1929) ardently supported this view. This conception of 
disease was accepted by the Committee on Terminology of the American 
Phytopathological Society (See Reddick et ah, 1940) and by its counter
part committee of the British Mycological Society (Anonymous, 1950). 

V . HOST OR SUSCEPT? 

Whetzel (1929) coined the word "suscept" to denote the diseased 
plant. Suscept is an ugly word and it has not caught fire in the profes
sion. His reasoning is probably sound and his idea would probably have 
been adopted had he coined a more euphonious term. 

According to Link (1933) , Ray (1688) was the first to apply the term 
parasite to mistletoe. Link says further that Duhamel in 1728 applied 
the term parasite to a fungus now called Rhizoctonia crocorum and 
proved experimentally that the fungus could live at the expense of the 
saffron bulb. 

Whetzel argued that the discovery of living fungi in diseased tissue 
led promptly to the use of the couplet "parasite and host." This, accord
ing to Whetzel is a workable couplet as long as the connotation is used 
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to apply to the food relation which is the essential feature of parasitism, 
but it is not so workable a concept when disease results. 

Whetzel agrees that pathogen is a good term for the disease inducer, 
but host is not satisfactory for the organism that suffers from the induced 
disease. He coined suscept meaning the organism that is susceptible 
to disease. 

To us this still leaves something to be desired. Suscept does not 
exactly mean the diseased plant; it means only a plant likely to be 
diseased. One cannot be a host until his guests arrive. There is no word, 
presumably because there is no need for one, to describe one who 
invites guests. After his guests arrive, he is called a host. 

Suscept does not really cover the case of the plant that is diseased 
after the arrival of the pathogen. Thus, we cannot accept the term 
suscept. 

VI. IMPACT OF PLANT DISEASE ON SOCIETY 

In Volume I we treat disease and its effect on human history and 
human society. Since pathogens must eat too, they compete with us for 
our food supply and they sit down first at the table. The pathogens 
attack our food plants in the field long before the food comes to our 
tables. When conditions are right, they may consume so much food that 
the human population hungers. Very often the human population must 
change its food habits, however well fixed they may appear. Ten Houten 
cites several examples in Chapter 2 of this volume. Another striking 
example follows. 

Eating habits of people are very difficult to change and yet plant 
diseases appears to be responsible for some deeply implanted eating 
habits. Carbohydrate is a very basic ingredient in the human diet. 
Variation in carbohydrate supply around the world is, therefore, of 
interest. 

Why should Southerners in the United States eat corn bread (from 
maize), and Northerners wheat bread? The early settlers in both regions 
came from England where wheat was the "staff of life." Why did South
erners have to change to maize? 

And why do northern Europeans eat wheat, middle Europeans eat 
rye, and Italians eat wheat? Why does the word bread mean wheat 
bread in England, rye bread in Germany, and wheat bread in Italy? 
Why does the word bread mean wheat bread in New England and corn 
bread in Virginia? 

Horsfall (1956) has suggested that this situation stems from the 
ravages of wheat rust. 

Wheat seems to be the preferred source of carbohydrate over much 
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of the world. We can assume that where rice, rye, and maize are sub
stituted, wheat does not grow well enough to provide the needs. 

Consider New England and Virginia. These were both colonized early 
in the 17th century by British people. Wheat was the staple source of 
carbohydrate in England in those days. Undoubtedly both sets of col
onists brought wheat seed to the New World with them. Wheat became 
established in New England and nourished the colonists through the 
long and stubborn winter. 

Wheat does relatively poorly in Virginia even now and we can 
assume that it did poorly in the 17th century. One primary reason for 
this is wheat rust. Wheat rust was rampant in Virginia, in the spring. 
Its destructiveness makes wheat growing a failing business in Virginia. 
Wheat rust does occur somewhat in New England today, and presum
ably did then too, but it is not catastrophically destructive. 

The reason appears to be climate. Wheat rust revels in warm, wet 
weather in the spring. Virginia has warm, wet weather in the spring 
and its wheat goes rusty in a hurry. The weather in New England may 
be wet enough for rust, but it is too cold and so the wheat rusts 
relatively little. 

In the United States, wheat grows without much rust in some cli
mates as warm as that of Virginia. This is the climate of Texas and 
Oklahoma. The climate there may be warm enough, but it is too dry. 

Therefore, going from New England to Texas, we have wet cool 
weather in New England in the spring; this means low rust incidence, 
high wheat yields, and wheat bread. As we go south, the temperature 
rises and rainfall remains high. This means high rust, low wheat yields, 
and corn bread. As we go west, the rainfall declines even in warm 
weather. This means low rust, high wheat yields, and wheat bread again. 

If we go to Europe, we see that the pattern repeats itself. In Britain, 
the weather in the spring is cold, though rainy. This means low rust, 
high wheat yields, and wheat bread. In Central Europe, the spring 
weather is damp and warm. This means high rust, low wheat yields, and 
rye bread. If we go south to the Mediterranean littoral, the spring 
weather is warm and dry as in Texas. Rust is low, wheat yields are up, 
and spaghetti and meat-balls, or macaroni and cheese make our 
saliva flow. 

All this suggests another interesting explanation. 
During the Middle Ages, St. Anthony's fire ravaged the people. This 

was a strange disease. At first, the extremities, the fingers, and the toes 
tingled and then ached. The victim showed mental aberration and ran 
such a raging fever that the disease got the name St. Anthony's fire. 
Women aborted their babies. In severe cases, fingers and toes became 
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gangrenous and eventually sloughed off. Arms had to be amputated— 
and feet—all without anesthetic, too. It was a dreadful affliction. 

Eventually, Thullier—a French physician—showed that St. Anthony's 
fire was caused from eating ergot, a fungus that affected the kernels of 
the rye that the people had to eat because they could not eat wheat 
which was too prone to black stem rust. 

St. Anthony's fire began to decline in Central Europe during the 
18th century and occurred only sporadically during the 19th and 20th 
centuries. This was due to the arrival of the potato in Europe through 
the perspicacity of Sir Walter Raleigh. Eventually, the potato replaced 
much of the rye because it produced cheaper carbohydrate than the 
cereals. Thus, eventually the ravages of St. Anthony's fire declined. 

Of course, this led on into the late blight disease of potatoes and 
the Irish famine but this story is already so threadbare from hard usage 
that it is hardly worth space in a modern treatise on plant pathology. 

VII. CLASSIFICATION OF DISEASE 

One sometimes hesitates to discuss classifications. The classification of 
phenomena runs a clear risk of stultifying the subject. Pigeonholing of 
facts often seems to reduce them to dry statistics. Moreover, facts often 
are very stubborn about classification. The pigeonholer often finds that 
his facts are too big or have the wrong shapes to fit into the neat cubicles 
he has designed for them. When they do not fit, the classifier may stew 
so much about nonconformity that he forgets his objectives. 

A. The Theory of Classification 

Still, the human mind being human cannot digest the whole of a 
subject any more than the human stomach can digest the whole of a 
cow. Experience has amply shown that the subject and the cow must 
be reduced to chewable bites. These chewable bites are categories, and 
categories mean classification. 

Therefore we must classify diseases. The bases for classification have 
swayed back and forth with the wind of opinion among plant pathol
ogists. Prior to the arrival of mycologists, and their domination of the 
scene, diseases were classified by symptoms. 

Zallinger (1773) , for example, made five divisions much like those 
in animal diseases: (1 ) Phlegmasiae or inflammatory diseases, (2 ) 
paralysis or debility, (3 ) discharges or draining, (4 ) cachexia, or bad 
constitution, and (5 ) chief defects of different organs. 

Plenck (1794) according to Hallier (1868) divided plant diseases 
into eight divisions: (1 ) laesiones externae, ( 2 ) profluvia, ( 3 ) dibilitates, 
(4 ) cachexiae, ( 5 ) putrefractiones, ( 6 ) excrescentiae, ( 7 ) monstrositates, 
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(8 ) sterilitates. Some of these classifications such as sterility and cachexia 
are based on disturbed physiological processes as indicated by Plenck's 
title for his book. This is a much more nearly modern arrangement of 
diseases than those that come between Plenck and the modern era. It 
resembles rather clearly that of Baldacci and Ciferri (1949) as discussed 
below. Plenck, however, assigned Latin binomials to the individual dis
eases. A tree trunk canker, he called Carcinoma arborum. Holmes (1939) 
has done the same with viruses, taking generic names from symptom 
types and specific names from hosts. 

B. The Microbial Classification 

Then came the golden age of mycology and its pervading influence 
on plant pathology. For a hundred years, more or less beginning in the 
early part of the 19th century, when mycology dominated the scene, 
diseases came to be equated with microbial pathogens and diseases were 
thus classified on the basis of causal organisms. 

Thaxter (1890) , the famed mycologist, first plant pathologist at our 
laboratory, spoke disparagingly indeed of those who tried to classify 
diseases by such names as rusts, rots, blasts, and blights. Thaxter's plant 
pathology did not scintillate as brilliantly as his mycology. "Fungus 
disease," he said, ". . . is the term properly applied to a majority of the 
ailments among plants, which are commonly and loosely designated by 
such names as blast and blight, . . . scab, scald, and smut, all of which 
convey to the mind a more or less confused and inaccurate idea of what 
they are intended to distinguish." "Such diseases," says Thaxter, "are 
accurately known only by the scientific names [of] . . . the fungi which 
cause them. For example, onion smut in Connecticut is known as 
Urocystis cepulae.'' This is an amazing remark. Thaxter named the fungus 
and he was probably the only person in Connecticut who called onion 
smut Urocystis cepulae. Not even to this day do farmers call onion smut 
by any other name than onion smut. And Thaxter called plant pathol
ogists "Squirt gun botanists"!! 

Inevitably, the textbooks on plant pathology during the mycological 
era classified diseases just as Thaxter wished—diseases caused by bac
teria, by Phycomycetes, Ascomycetes, Basidiomycetes. One need only 
cite Sorauer (1886) ; Duggar (1909) ; Brooks (1928) ; Ericksson (1930) ; 
Chester (1942) ; and Walker (1950 and 1957). 

H. Marshall Ward (1901) , the distinguished English plant pathol
ogist, avoided this fallacy. He says (p. 121) : "All disease is physiological 
in so far as it consists in disturbance of normal physiological function, 
for pathology is abnormal physiology. . . . That being understood I need 
not dwell on the common fallacy of confounding the fungus, . . . or 
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other agent with the disease itself, or of making the same blunder of 
confusing symptoms with maladies." Perhaps, Ward should have dwelt 
on it. It certainly needed it. 

C. Necessity for Classifying by Processes Affected 

It is interesting, nevertheless, that Ward does not classify diseases 
by the processes they disturb. He classifies diseases in his book by the 
symptoms they cause—excrescences, necrotic diseases, monstrosities, etc. 
This reminds one of Plenck's classification 100 years earlier. 

F . L. Stevens (1917) says: . . The diseases themselves, not the 
fungi need classification. . . ." Stevens attempted a classification of dis
ease, but he did not define disease; and hence his classification is a little 
befuddled. His classifications are: " ( 1 ) wilt diseases due to mechanical 
stoppage of the vascular bundles by parasites . . . embolism, (2 ) dis
integration of xylem structures . . . wood rots . . . , (3 ) diseases due 
to parasites wholly contained within the living protoplasm of the host 
cell . . . endocellular parasitism . . . (4 ) diseases due to parasites which 
draw their nutriment from living cells by haustoria . . . (7 ) diseases in 
which the host tissue is displaced . . . by fungus masses . . . myeoscler-
osis, (8 ) tumor, (9 ) necrosis." 

One can see that Stevens could not really burst out of his mycological 
cage. He could see through the wire meshes, but he could not quite cut 
free. He still stews more about the parasite or the symptoms than about 
the pathological processes. 

Baldacci and Ciferri (1949) have come close to our classification of 
diseases on the basis of the pathological processes involved. Their classi
fication of diseases follows. Epiphytic, trophic (meaning starvation), 
hypnochereutic (meaning destruction of non-trophic tissues), auxonic 
(meaning growth), and degenerative (meaning tissue destruction). In 
our view, epiphytic diseases hardly fit here and Baldacci and Ciferri 
have neglected reproduction altogether. 

We believe that disease is a pathological process, that it is abnormal 
physiology. To this concept we hold despite the fact that we were 
reared in the mycological era of plant pathology. We admit that our 
scientific geneology stems from the Harvard school of Farlow who first 
taught plant pathology in America in 1875 and who introduced the 
mycological bias from his graduate days with de Bary. 

Thus we must struggle as constantly as anyone against the Satanic 
temptation to confuse the fungus with the disease. 

Similarly, we are in an agricultural experiment station confronted 
on all sides by the pragmatic pressures to confuse symptoms with disease. 

Because of these conflicting pressures we also, like Ward and Stevens, 
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may zig when we should have zagged, but we have tried to arrange 
Volume I of this treatise to reflect the view that disease is a pathological 
process and we have cautioned the authors to avoid the diagnostician's-
eye-view, to eschew the temptation to arrange things by symptoms. 
We believe that no body of theory of plant pathology can be built up 
on symptomatology per se. 

We believe that one can build up a body of theory on pathological 
processes. In building up a theory of disease one uses symptoms as 
markers or as aids to assist in inferring the nature of the process that 
generates them. 

An investigator in plant pathology, like scientists everywhere, must 
depend on his five senses in appraising plant disease. He can see symp
toms. From these he must decide on the abnormal process that brings 
them on. 

He sees that the plant wilts. His problem has only begun. Which 
physiological process is unbalanced—is it uptake of water, transport of 
water through the plant, or loss of water by the leaves. 

D. Diseases Must Be Named 

We name this one wilt disease because that is the major symptom. 
Having done so, we have to be careful not to confuse the thing with 
its name. This is a disease of the water supplying process. The plant 
thirsts. 

The Connecticut farmer may call a disease onion smut, but he 
knows in his green thumb that onion smut starves the plant so much 
that he has nothing to sell. This is a disease of nutrition—the plant 
starves. The disease is malnutrition—the symptom and the name is smut. 

E. The Six Processes Classified Here 

Considering disease as a process, the chapters in Volume I on the 
diseased plant must be headed to indicate processes. Thus, a chapter 
heading has to be Tissue is Disintegrated, not necrosis. Necrosis is a 
symptom of tissue disintegration. We believe that in writing a chapter 
on disintegration an author is impelled to dig gold from such distant 
hills as wood and textile degradation. He might not be impelled to 
do so, were he discussing necrosis. 

In classifying diseases by the processes affected, we were confronted 
right away with the usual headache of all classifiers. This is the problem 
of genus and species. Not all facts are of the same size. The big facts 
are made up of little facts and the big processes of plant life are com
prised of a host of little processes. 

We decided on six big processes; tissue is disintegrated; growth is 
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affected; reproduction is affected; host is starved; water is deficient; 
respiration is altered. A different pair of editors might have decided on 
a slightly different number of major processes. Some editors would 
doubtless elevate photosynthesis to chapter level. They would probably 
say, if you raise respiration to chapter level, why not photosynthesis? 
Translocation of sugars and other metabolites is surely a very important 
process in the plant that is subject to disruption by disease. Perhaps this 
should have been raised to chapter level, too. 

One of the cardinal principles of information theory, however, is that 
all categories should be as nearly the same size as possible. We hoped 
that the six processes chosen would divide up the available information 
into approximately six equal amounts. Admittedly this was a matter of 
opinion, because no statistical information was available at the time. 

We realized, even at the beginning of the work on design of the 
treatise, that information available on venereal diseases of plants was 
in small supply. Still we believed that the really fundamental im
portance of reproduction to life compels assigning chapter status to 
them, even though the chapter might work out a little thinner. 

At any rate, the die is cast and the pathological processes are classi
fied into six groups. 

VIII . T H E RESISTANCE-SUSCEPTIBILITY PROBLEM 

One of the classic divisions of plant pathology is usually termed 
resistance. This treatise contains no chapter by that name. Another 
classic division is susceptibility and we have assigned no chapter by 
that name. 

We consider that health is the usual state of affairs. If the plant 
species does not remain reasonably healthy the species becomes extinct. 
Thus, the mere existence of a species proves that disease is abnormal 
and, hence, that susceptibility is abnormal. 

On the other hand, the plant is almost continuously buffeted and 
battered by pathogens. In order to maintain itself and thus its species 
in existence, it must be able to fend off its enemies. 

We are convinced that the plant fends off its enemies by dynamic 
processes as well as by static devices. The plant must expend energy 
to defend itself. It must expend some of its income on defense in the 
same way that an individual or a nation must expend income on defense. 

We have avoided a chapter or chapters on resistance because we 
wanted to emphasize that defense is a dynamic state of affairs. Defense 
involves not only a chain link defense around the property. It must also 
involve constant patrolling by armed police. 
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Hence, we have used the major heading defense devices, arid we 
have put three chapters under it. A chapter on histology discusses the 
physical type of barriers available as defense devices. The biochemistry 
of defense is one of the highly intriguing aspects of modern plant 
pathology. This has attracted many investigators but vastly fewer than 
its interest and significance warrant. The pickings in the field have been 
meager and some pathologists are discouraged—unwarrantedly so, we 
believe. This field and the field of chemotherapy will fertilize and cross-
stimulate each other as the years go by. 

Hypersensitivity is a chapter that generates some uncertainty. It is a 
subject with a large literature and, hence, warrants treatment. Probably 
much of its explanation will eventually come from studies of biochem
istry of defense. We include it chiefly because of its novelty and 
because it epitomizes a kind of inverted defense that appeals to scientists. 

IX. PREDISPOSITION 

Predisposition attains chapter status because we believe it covers the 
essential activity of the ecologists in the field of plant pathology. Dis
eased plants are affected by their environment just as healthy plants 
are, perhaps more so. Plants growing in some environments put up less 
defense than in other environments and vice versa. 

Plants are predisposed by their environment. Predisposition is some
what difficult to treat because much of the experimental work is con
founded. Very often the experimental environment is imposed at the time 
of inoculation so that the plant does not have time to become adjusted to 
it before the onslaught of the pathogen. Sometimes this type of experi
mental design gives very useful information, but the information is more 
useful if the plants are exposed for a time before inoculation as well. 

And finally we come to therapy of the diseased plant. This is a 
method of control of disease in single plants. The usual control methods 
for disease are aimed at interdicting dispersal of pathogens from dis
eased to healthy plants. The pathogens are outside the host at the time. 

Therapy is aimed at plants that are already infected. 
Surgery is used to some degree in plant pathology under the old 

Biblical dictum "If thine eye offend thee, pluck it out." Its most useful 
application is in ornamental trees where the expense is offset by the 
aesthetic gains. 

Chemotherapy is a new frontier which is slowly gaining ground. 
This is a most difficult problem, however. When the researches in the 
field of biochemical defense are married with those of chemotherapy, 
both should gain. 
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